K-STATE
Research and Extension

4-H PHOTO WORKSHOP
PLANTING SEEDS OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN NE KANSAS
in conjunction with KS Lawn and Garden Show

Sunday February 23rd, 2020

NEW! Photo Shoot 9:00-11:00
Judging 11:00-1:00
Sessions 1:30-4:30
Key Note Speaker Kevin Kirkwood 1:00-1:30
Awards Ceremony. 4:30-4:45

Stormont Vail Events Center
1 Expocentre Dr
Topeka, KS 66612

CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS | $8
Deadline to Register: Feb. 6th
How to Enter:
VISIT HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/VDH8BNF AND FILL OUT THE FORM TO REGISTER

1. **Photo Shoot + Contest** – Take advantage of the beautiful Lawn and Garden Show! Submit your best photos from the event in any of 5 categories for a chance at some great prizes! (Garden Show entry included as part of workshop fee).

2. **Photo Judging** – Know a lot about photography already? Put it to the test! Compete by ranking photographs and answering photo trivia. Includes three age divisions with 1st and 2nd place prizes.

3. **Key Note Speaker** – Professional photographer Kevin Kirkwood shares advice and highlights from his photo career in a short presentation.

4. **Photo Sessions** – Polish your photo skills with four interactive classes! Choose from any of the following:
   1. **Composition** – Learn the key elements to good photography and concepts like rule of thirds, leading lines, framing, and more!
   2. **Flower Arrangements and Fairy Gardens** – Team up with local 4-H’ers in the horticulture project and learn how to capture beautiful flower arrangements!
   3. **Portraits (with dogs!)** – Capture personality, learn portrait lighting, and have fun taking pictures of people or dogs. Props provided!
   4. **Photo Judging (It’s a Kahoot)** – Use trivia game Kahoot to rank photos and competitively judge photography.
   5. **Smartphone photography** – Get the most out of your phone camera! Covers various apps, accessories, and hands-on techniques.
   6. **Black and White** – Learn the basics of monochrome photography, including the importance of shading, value, and texture.
   7. **Enhancing Digital Photos** – The second most important part of digital photography: editing and preparing photos for printing. This class covers batch editing using common editing software and enhancing vs. manipulation.
   8. **Painting with Light** – Lights are off for this fun class – utilizes long exposure so your camera MUST have a BULB mode. Tripods recommended.
   9. **Hidden Data in Your Photos: Understanding Metadata** – Did you know all digital photographs carry hidden details in their files? This class explores what data is stored and how it’s useful for you!

5. **Awards Ceremony** – A short ceremony for those who participated in the Photo Judging Competition and the Photo Shoot Competition.

**QUESTIONS? EMAIL RICK MILLER AT RATMRWM@GMAIL.COM**
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